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Objectives of the required research
Our environment contains many physical processes that should be observed and/or controlled.
Examples include climate control in intelligent buildings, factory floor automation and
environmental control. These tasks require many individual sensors and actuators, which today
are connected into fixed, wired networks. However, planning, installing and maintaining such a
system is prohibitively complex and expensive.
In the future, this problem will become aggravated by the even wider spread of sensing and
actuating facilities in our daily environment: not only buildings will have communication needs,
but every day items like food packages, cars, etc. will all provide information and enable
interaction. Wired communication infrastructures are evidently not up to this challenge.
Enabled by low-power electronics and efficient wireless communication, a new solution emerges
in the form of wireless sensor networks. These sensor networks are based on ad-hoc networking
capabilities. Since these networks are supposed to work for a long time without any maintenance,
they can only consume a small amount of energy, possibly scavenged form the environment. The
main focus of current research in this field is on technological issues like developing the
necessary system parts and on basic networking protocols; very little heed has been paid so far to
making these systems more dependable and useful.
We intend to highlight in this paper the currently ongoing research activities in the context of
sensor networking and show why this research – while establishing the foundations upon which
to build – is not sufficient to provide the additional functionalities and the usefulness that will be
required from sensor networks in future ambient networking environments. We want to point out
that the enrichment of sensor networks with semantic capabilities will be a major challenge in
this context. After summarizing the ensuing research issues, we outline a possible research
approach to solve this problem.
Related Work
Sensor networks have been an active research area for a number of years now. This section
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provides a very brief overview of the major research activities; the following section will then
use this as a basis to highlight missing bits and pieces.
Hardware
The initial research has been mainly driven by hardware as the enabling technology: turning
communication devices and microcontrollers both physically very small and very energy
efficient. Examples for current sensor node prototypes include WINS [1], SmartDust [2],
PicoRadio [3], Motes [4] and others.
MAC and Link Layer
On top of hardware, fundamental communication between two neighboring nodes is enabled by
medium access control and link layer protocols. The situation for such protocols is similar to that
for wireless ad-hoc networks (typical problems like hidden terminal have to be solved), but it is
aggravated by the need to be highly energy efficient and to put nodes to sleep whenever possible.
Examples for research in this direction include [5][6][7][8].
This is simple yet fundamental functionality for a sensor network. However, all of this research
is targeted to one-to-one communication between two nodes. Very little research has been
performed on “multicast-friendly” MAC and link layer protocols that can support the specific
needs of communicating with nodes in the neighborhood of a specific node. We will later point
out that such group-based communication is likely to become a major issue in wireless sensor
networks; it is interesting to note in passing that MAC protocols for wired sensor networks are
able to handle such requirements and use this capability in their programming philosophies (e.g.,
LON [9]).
Locationing
In many application scenarios for sensor networks, knowing the absolute or relative position of
sensors is important, but explicitly providing this information is not acceptable. This information
can be obtained from external sources like GPS, by purely RF-based solutions or by a
combination of RF and ultrasound techniques. Examples include [10][11][12].
Clustering
Taming the complexity of large sensor networks can be tackled by introducing hierarchies. Some
types of hierarchies exploit immediate vicinity of nodes by grouping them into clusters and
exploit these clusters for a number of different tasks such as routing or data aggregation.
Example for clustering protocols include [13][14]. Such vicinity-based groups are an important
issue, but do not fulfill all the necessary requirements to support groups.
Routing and Non-Routing
The routing problem has probably received the lion share of attention: How to make sure that
distant nodes can communicate with each other? Much of the ad-hoc routing research is to some
degree applicable to sensor networks, but the crucial difference between sensor networks and adhoc networks is then not given due consideration: Sensor networks work in a data-centric
fashion, ad-hoc networks are node-centric. Hence, some approaches forego routing in the
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standard sense, e.g., directed diffusion [15][18]. While this is relevant, issues like observer or
gateway mobility are not completely solved, as is the proper integration with data aggregation
schemes.
Middleware
Perhaps the most important aspect to solve is the integration of sensor networks into existing
Internet architectures. Some approaches like SINA [16] have been proposed, yet a lot of work
remains to be done to make services rendered by sensor networks seamlessly accessible via
existing Internet middleware architectures like .NET or CORBA.
Applications
The example applications that are currently discussed for sensor networks typically are “dumb”
data acquisition applications or object tracking applications. Anything that requires a closed loop
of sensing data, decision making and acting on these decisions is hardly possible with current
approaches [17]. Such applications, however, can be found in many scenarios and have perhaps
the most stringent requirements regarding both functionality and dependability.
Conclusions
Much research has been done to make moving of bits from A to B possible in an energy-efficient
fashion. However, supporting truly distributed applications, e.g., closing the loop between
sensors and actuators within a sensor network, is still a long way to go. For such a goal,
distributed algorithms are necessary on a number of different levels.
In principle, a lot of the required algorithms and technology is available from theoretical
computer science. However, it is not clear what can be expected when this theory is applied to
sensor networks. Applying some of these algorithms to ad-hoc network, which are in many ways
closely related to sensor networks, has already shown that many of the simple assumptions and
abstractions used in theoretical computer science do not hold. Some of them will have to be
revised to reflect the particular challenges of sensor networks (highly constrained energy and
computation resources), leading to new approaches. For instance: One basic assumption in
distributed algorithms is that failures are not correlated. This seems unrealistic in a sensor
network where the movement of, e.g., sensors usually happens in a correlated fashion, making
link breaks and reformations highly correlated events. Hence, directly applying such algorithms
will certainly lead to inferior performance.
Research Issues
Providing such distributed functionality in a sensor network requires new innovations in a
number of different fields. The long-term goal is to make sensor networks first-class participants
in future ubiquitous ambient networks. Particular relevant appear to be new solutions in the
following areas:
•

Understand sensor networks’ purposes
o To begin with, the requirements of the application scenarios typical for sensor
networks regarding dependability as well as basic abstractions have to be well
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understood and formalized in an appropriate fashion. While this sounds fairly
obvious, there is still only a limited understanding about how sensor network
applications behave in the real world, what types of solutions they have to
provide: Much is hypothesized, little is known.
o As an important case, closing the loop between sensors and actuator will create
requirements on dependability, timeliness and functionality that are very different
from “dumb” data acquisition networks.
•

Make sensor networks smart and functionally rich
o How to built dependability, collaboration and semantics into the very sensor
network itself? Providing such functionality will be important, but in order to
achieve acceptable energy efficiency, it must be tightly integrated with lower layer
protocols.
o How to make these capabilities useable from an application programmer’s
perspective? Simple building blocks for efficient distributed services are required;
a set of necessary primitives that sensor networks have to provide to support
meaningful distributed applications has to be found; a set of required basic
distributed algorithms can also be derived to implement these service primitives.
The goal is to develop a small set of building blocks that an application
programmer can easily use.
One possible approach could be to use group communication as a simple
abstraction; actual distributed services like consensus could then easily built on
top of it. The following section extends on this thought.

•

Integration of sensor networks and conventional networks
o Such “intelligent” sensor networks will enable enriched interaction patterns with
their environments. How to enable semantically relevant interaction with sensor
networks from without, bridging the gap over multiple, very diverse radio
technologies and gatewaying between very different protocol design
philosophies? On a higher layer, the question is how to translate the sensor
network’s data-driven way of operation into the Internet’s node-address-driven
way of operation.
o How to integrate these different ways of addressing and handling data into
middleware architectures? Making sensor network services accessible from/via
existing middleware architectures like .NET or CORBA will be crucial to allow
simple integration on an application level.

•

Lower layer protocol network infrastructure for these services
These higher-layer functionalities require some specific types of lower-layer
communication protocol that are unlike those that are currently investigated. Specifically:
o Bridging the gap between vicinity-based clusters and semantic groups is necessary
to join energy-efficient communication with semantically relevant communication
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o Supporting diverse types of mobility in data-centric routed networks: The
mobility of sensor nodes themselves, observer / sink nodes, and data sources has
to be treated in a seamless fashion
o Multicast-friendly MAC / Link Layer: As group communication is likely to
become a basic paradigm for making enriched sensor network functionality
accessible to an application programmer, it should be efficiently supported by the
lower communication layers. In fact, this ties down to the very structure of the
physical layer itself.
Possible Approach
We propose a top-down approach to make the open issues more concrete and to derive solutions
for them later on.
As stated earlier, first the service primitives required by the applications have to be identified.
The demanded dependability and service semantics influences the way these primitives have to
be implemented. There is a trade-off between dependability and other metrics like delay or time
needed to terminate such a basic algorithm on the one hand and energy efficiency on the other
hand. This trade-off must be well understood to propose a suitable solution for a given set of
requirements.
In order to make a distributed system dependable, the concept of a group and the communication
in such a group is central. Furthermore, groups are a convenient tool for an application
programmer. The established group communication algorithms have to be adapted to the
particular nature of sensor networks. Identifying groups by nodes in their mutual immediate
vicinity is to some extent natural in wireless sensor networks, since the wireless medium is a
broadcast medium. But much more useful is the identification of group members based on their
contribution to a common task: Identifying groups or a couple of sensors based on their task or
sensed value introduces the concept of semantic addressing or intentional naming.
Supporting such semantics-based addressing and group communication will be a key element in
future sensor networks, paving the way to a data-oriented sensor network architecture. It will
open the door to new types of services such as collaboration within sensor networks. It will also
be a major point of integration of sensor networks with outside, conventional networks by giving
other applications the possibility to easily access data and services in their ambient environment
without having to worry about the characteristics of the underlying network technology and
topology. We are currently in the process of developing compact ways of expressing such
semantic addressing in sensor networks and the group communication / collaboration
functionality enabled by them. We believe that a major research effort is still required to easily
and seamlessly integrate sensor networks into future ambient networks.
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